
Properties of Krylov Subspace Iterative Methods for Solving Nonsymmetric Systems

Properties of GMRES (A n× n, nonsymmetric)

Efficiency

(1) Work per step (at step i):

work increases at each step︷ ︸︸ ︷
4(i+ 1)n flops + one Ax

(2) rk = c(Ark−1 −
k−1∑
j=0

αjrj) with αj ̸= 0 in general

no three term recurrence relation no property A

(3) Only access to A is via Ax

(4) In additional to an increasing amount of work at each step, there are increasing memory
requirements at each step

Convergence

(1) xm calculated at step m of GMRES solves min
x=x0+Km

||b−Ax||

xm solves minimization problem property B

(2) If A is well conditioned, convergence is fast
If A is poorly conditioned, convergence is slow

(3) Will converge to exact solution in n steps if calculations are in exact arithmetic

Restarted GMRES (A n× n, nonsymmetric)

Idea - since work per step increases at each step, the work may become too much as
method continues. The restarted GMRES idea is simply to restart the method after a fixed
number, restrt, of steps. Restart using the most recent xi as the new x0.

Efficiency

(1) Work per step (at step i): 4(i+ 1)n flops + one Ax with i ≤ restrt

(2) No three term recurrence relation no property A

(3) Only access to A is via Ax

Convergence

(1) xm solves min
x=x0+Ki

||b−Ax|| for i ≤ restrt property B only for i ≤ restrt

(2) Converges more quickly if A is well-conditioned

(3) Won’t converge exactly in n steps, if restrt < n
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Other methods (except LSQR): BICG, BICGSTAB, QMR, CGS

All maintain property A (three term recurrence) but give up property B (xm solves
minimization problem related to the solution to Ax = b). Therefore they require a fixed
amount of work per step but can have erratic convergence.

Properties of BICG (A n× n, nonsymmetric)

Creates two cg-like sequences using A and AT . Each sequence does not have orthogonal
vectors but one sequence has vectors orthogonal to the second.

Efficiency

(1) Work per step: 14n flops + one Ax+ one ATx

(2) Has three term recurrence property A

Convergence

(1) Does not solve minimization problem no property B

(2) Converges more quickly if A is well-conditioned

(3) Can have convergence difficulties and break down (division by 0)

(4) Will converge to exact solution in n steps, assuming exact arithmetic and that no
breakdown occurs.

Properties of CGS (A n× n, nonsymmetric)

Based on BICG ideas but replaces multiplication of vectors by A and AT with two
multiplications by A.

Efficiency

(1) Work per step: 16n flops + two Ax products

(2) Has three term recurrence property A

Convergence

(1) Does not solve minimization problem no property B

(2) Converges more quickly if A is well-conditioned

(3) Can be quite irregular. Can have breakdown. May diverge even if x0 is close to true
solution x!

(4) Will converge to exact solution in n steps, assuming exact arithmetic and that no
breakdown occurs.
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Properties of BICGSTAB (A n× n, nonsymmetric)

Uses BICG and CGS ideas with some extra work to improve stability.

Efficiency

(1) Work per step: 20n flops + two Ax products

(2) Has three term recurrence property A

Convergence

(1) Does not solve minimization problem no property B

(2) Converges more quickly if A is well-conditioned

(3) Can have convergence difficulties and breakdown, but less likely than BICG or CGS

(4) Will converge to exact solution in 2n steps (or 2n half steps in the terminology of Mat-
lab’s implementation of BICGSTAB), assuming exact arithmetic and that no break-
down occurs.

Properties of QMR (A n× n, nonsymmetric)

By using the basis generated by BICG one can show that ||b − Ax|| ∼= ||βe1 − Tmy||

where Tm is a tridiagonal matrix, e1 =


1
0
...
0

, and β is a scalar. The QMR method solves

miny ||βe1 − Tmy|| and this can be done efficiently since Tm is tridiagonal. The method
is called quasi-minimal residuals: if ∼= were exactly equal in ||b − Ax|| ∼= ||βe1 − Tmy||,
then miny ||βe1 − Tmy|| would equal minx ||b − Ax|| and the method would have the good
convergence properties of GMRES.

Efficiency

(1) Work per step: 24n flops + one Ax + one ATx

(2) Does have three term recurrence property A

Convergence

(1) Solves minimization problem approximately “approx” property B

(2) Converges more quickly if A is well-conditioned

(3) Can have breakdown and convergence difficulties but generally less erratic convergence
than BICG

(4) Will converge to exact solution in n steps, assuming exact arithmetic and that no
breakdown occurs
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Properties of LSQR (A n× n, nonsymmetric)

The LSQR method for solving Ax = b is mathematically equivalent to applying the
conjugate gradient method to the normal equations:

ATAx = AT b ≡ c.

Since B = ATA is symmetric positive definite (assuming that A is nonsingular) the conjugate
gradient method applied to the normal equations has guaranteed smooth convergence to the
true solution from any initial guess. Although LSQR is mathematically equivalent to solving
ATAx = AT b with CG (this is sometimes called conjugate gradients normal equations or
CGNE) in its implementation it uses ideas from the QR approach to solving least squares
problems. This makes LSQR more reliable than CGNE. In addition LSQR has the ability
to detect exact singularity or near singularity in A and to still provide a good solution to
Ax = b. For this reason LSQR is one of the best methods to use for singular or almost
singular linear systems. Another advantage of LSQR is its ability to solve least squares
problems in addition to square linear systems.

In spite of the above advantages of LSQR, there is one important disadvantage. Krylov
subspace methods have slower convergence when applied to systems that involve matrices
with large condition numbers. One can show that the condition number of B = ATA satisfies

cond(B) = cond(ATA) = [cond(A)]2

in the two or Euclidean norm. For example, if cond(A) = 1, 000 then cond(B) = 1, 000, 000.
For this reason a Krylov subspace method applied to Bx = c will usually converge slower
than the method directly applied to Ax = b. Consequently it is often the case that LSQR
is slower to converge than GMRES, BICG, CGS, BICGSTAB or QMR.

Efficiency

(1) Work per step: 8n multiplications or, presumably, 16n flops + one Ax product and
one ATx product

(2) Has three term recurrence property A

Convergence

(1) Solves minimization problem related to the solution of ATAx = AT b property B

(2) Convergence rate depends on the condition number of ATA and therefore LSQR is
often slower to converge that the other methods.

(3) Will converge to exact solution in n steps, assuming exact arithmetic.
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